
 

 

Proposed Bolton Residential Expansion Regional Official Plan Amendment (ROPA) - 
Statutory Public Meeting Notes 

These general notes were compiled by staff in attendance for the purpose of understanding the 
ideas and opinions of the speakers. The official meeting minutes were endorsed by Regional 
Council on October 13, 2016 and are linked here: 
http://www.peelregion.ca/council/pm_minutes/2000s/2016/index.htm  

General Meeting Notes: 

On September 29, 2016 the Region of Peel held a Statutory Public Meeting in the Regional 
Council Chambers on the proposed Bolton Residential Expansion Regional Official Plan 
Amendment (ROPA). The Council Chambers and the overflow room (equipped with audio and 
video streaming of the presentations) were both entirely filled with attendees. A presentation 
was made by Andrea Warren, Manager in Development Services at the Region of Peel and was 
followed by 24 delegations. Presentation visuals can be found on the project website at the 
following link: http://www.peelregion.ca/planning/officialplan/bres/public-consultations.htm.  

The following is a general summary of the topics covered and opinions on expansion Options 
from each presentation.  

a) Matt Bagnall, Planner, Larkin Associates, on behalf of 2414176 Ontario Inc.  

Presented the proposed Chickadee Grove community of Rounding Out Area B. Noted that 
the area can be serviced with existing infrastructure and offered to support Area-Specific 
Development Charges to alleviate the financial burden of any new servicing. 

b) Keith Garbutt, President, and David Lyons, Director, Peel Federation of Agriculture 

Concerned with the impact of increased traffic volumes of Option 6 on travel related to farm 
operations. Wanted careful consideration of transportation planning and supported 
preserving land for the GTA West Corridor to handle traffic. 

c) Patrick Harrington, Partner, Aird & Berlis LLP  

Recounted the history of a private Regional Official Plan Amendment application for Bolton 
in 2007. Noted frustration that Regional Council refused the proposal in 2014, but these 
previously unsupported lands are now within the Option 6 area supported by Council. 

d) Gary McNeil, President, McNeil Management Services 

Favoured Option 3 for a transit-oriented site by the Bolton GO Train proposal. Noted that 
choosing Option 3 sends a strong message to the Province that Peel and Caledon want 
and need GO rail service. 

e) Rowan Faludi, Partner, Urban Metrics Inc. 

Wanted the Option 5 and/or 6 areas used for the expansion of employment and industrial 
land as Mayfield Road is an existing truck route and the future of the GTA West Corridor is 
undetermined. Preferred Option 3 as it does not interfere with existing or proposed major 
transportation. Noted that with Option 3 landowners supporting an area-specific 
development charge and front-end financing, 76 million dollars of expansion costs would be 
saved by the Region and 40 years of lifecycle costs have also been committed to.   
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f) Glen Schnarr, President, Glen Schnarr & Associates Inc. 

Preferred Option 3 for its ability to protect existing and historic commercial areas and their 
fiscal success through the location of residents (near the retailers in downtown Bolton and 
the Highway 50 corridor). Stated that ROPA 27 recognizes that poor public health has 
stemmed from auto-oriented development. Noted that Option 6 has the poorest outcomes 
for a healthy community while Option 3 has the best, resulting from increased public transit 
and active transportation use. Reiterated the Option 3 landowners’ financing and 
development charge commitments. 

g) Dan O’Reilly, Resident, Town of Caledon 

Preferred Option 3. Opposes Option 6 for its location in industrial lands and likely 
preference of residents to shop in Brampton. 

h)  Mike Bissett, Partner, Bousfields Inc., and Jim Firth, Associate, CF Crozier & 
Associates on behalf of Bolton North Hill Landowners Group 

Did not support Option 6 which is most impacted by the GTA West Corridor and isolated 
from the existing community. Prefers a Hybrid Option 1/2 in close proximity to Downtown 
Bolton, existing community facilities, GO Bus service, and Emil Kolb Parkway. Noted that 
Hybrid Option 1/2 is cost effective (with recovery options), achieves the 2031 population 
target, and would provide the larger community in north Bolton with the benefit of servicing 
upgrades. 

i) Jonathan Henderson, Planner, Glen Schnarr & Associates Inc.  

Supported Rounding Out Area A which has synergies with Option 3 – the landowners 
would enter front-end financing and area-specific development charges as well.  

j) Michael Gagnon, Managing Principal Planner, and Andrew Walker, Principal Planner, 
Gagnon & Law Urban Planners Ltd., on behalf of Bolton Residential Option 4 & 5 
Landowners Group Inc. 

Noted that the approximately 160-hectare Hybrid Option 4/5 does not have a “least” rank in 
any of the evaluation themes/criteria. Supported the Region of Peel Staff’s 
recommendation based on Hybrid Option 4/5 meeting the various expansion criteria. Did 
not believe that a Bolton GO Rail Station is in the foreseeable future.  

k) Michael Melling, Partner, Davies Howe Partners LLP 

Preferred Option 6 using the financing scheme proposed by the Region and reiterated the 
cost savings compared to other options. Noted that development should start in the south 
of Bolton near major transportation and that the proximity to industrial uses is not an issue 
(separation of uses is representative of outdated planning). Believes growth should start in 
the south near Brampton and continue north after. Stated that the Bolton GO Rail Station 
was moved from implementation in the 15-year horizon to the 16 to 25-year horizon. 

l) Scott Walker, Resident, Town of Caledon 

Requested that his property be included in the Option 2 lands. Referenced the LEAR study 
as a recommendation for the inclusion of the land as developable. 

 



 

 

m) John Richard, Associate, NAK Design 

Preferred Option 3 and reiterated the benefits of access to rail transportation. Noted the 
benefits of a pedestrian and cycling network (“rails to trails”) in the area and the creation of 
a complete, mixed use community close to Downtown Bolton. 

n) Ken Ursic, Senior Ecologist, Beacon Environmental 

Opposed Option 6 for its lack of consideration of the environment. Preferred Option 3 as it 
considered environmental impacts most and satisfies the Municipal Comprehensive Review 
process as worked on by the Town. Emphasized an “environment first” approach (not 
“money first”) to protect the natural environment (which Regional Staff did), natural heritage 
systems, and headwaters. Noted that some mapping did not depict environmental features 
and that all information needs to be considered in this decision-making process.  

o) Paul Sargeant, Senior Transportation Engineer, BA Group Consulting 

Reiterated the Option 3 landowners’ financing and development charge commitments. 
Noted that the development of Option 3 would create a complete community, encourage 
Metrolinx to implement Bolton GO Rail service, and reduce auto-oriented development. 
Recommended a grade separation on King Street at the rail crossing and an Environmental 
Assessment to be completed for 2021.  

p) Fabio Mazzocco, Argo Development Corporation 

Noted that Option 3 was most preferred by two independent planning consultants (while 
Option 6 was least preferred). Reiterated the Option 3 landowners’ financing and 
development charge commitments. Noted that the development charges would not be 
passed onto the buyers, and with the financial commitments, Option 3 is most preferred for 
cost. Stated the transportation benefits include avoiding interference with the GTA West 
Corridor and proximity to the existing community and GO Rail Station - which has a similar 
planning horizon to the development’s forecasted population.  

q) Sherry Brioschi, Resident, Town of Caledon 

Prefers Hybrid Option 4/5.Referenced Provincial Policy Statement direction to minimize 
unnecessary costs of service.  Noted that consideration needs to be put into: 

• the cost of the King Street grade separation; 
• possible increased home prices due to the area-specific development charges and 

front end financing of Option 3; 
• the effect of proposed hydrogen production at the Canadian Tire Distribution Centre 

on Hybrid Option 4/5; and 
• waiting for the GTA West Corridor decision before contemplating growth in the 

area. 
 

r) Craig Sibley, Resident, Town of Caledon 

Emphasized fiscal responsibility and using what is currently available. Noted that Council is 
serving the tax payer.  

s) Kelly Darnley, Resident, Town of Caledon 

Preferred Option 6, where growth would start where services exist. 



 

 

t) Warren Darnley, Resident, Town of Caledon 

Preferred Option 6 as it is “shovel ready.” Believed the GO Rail Station implementation is 
many years away.  

u) Cheryl Connors, Resident, Town of Caledon 

Preferred Option 6 and did not think the Province will proceed with the GTA West Corridor.  
Believed Option 6 is defensible at the Ontario Municipal Board. Noted the desire for 
housing at low costs, retail and commercial spaces, quick development, and stopping more 
logistics warehouses from locating in the area.  

v) Adam De Luca, De Luca Group 

Requested that Rounding Out Areas A and B be allowed to proceed to development and 
avoid being caught in the process. 

w) Kim Seipt, Resident, Your Voice for Bolton 

Preferred Option 6 for its low fiscal impact and creation of a complete community in South 
Bolton. Believed the development would have the least impact on congestion and climate 
change.  

x) Robert Vitullo, Mosaik Homes 

Preferred Option 3. Reiterated the Option 3 landowners’ financing and development charge 
commitments. 

Additional Public Comments Received 

Attendees were given the opportunity to submit written submissions in a comment box at the 
meeting. These September 29, 2016 comments are generally summarised below.  All 
comments received from the public, both oral and written, are being considered by staff in 
reporting back to Regional Council at a later date. The Region of Peel has chosen not to 
disclose the names of individual residents that made submissions through the comment box for 
privacy reasons. 
 

# Summary of Comment 

Comment 1 Stated that an OMB appeal will occur. 

Comment 2 Preferred Option 6. 

Comment 3 Requested to be notified of the Council decision. 

Comment 4 Noted involvement in the discussion over the Bolton Residential Expansion for 
over 6 years, and continual support of Option 3. Noted that local determination 
by municipalities like Caledon has been lost, and Regional Council has chosen 
Option 6 based on a single criterion; the cost of infrastructure.  Described the 
original 6 criteria used by Caledon as a balanced set of considerations that 
reflected the broad preferences of the Bolton community. 

Comment 5 - 
Simon 

Corno, HS 
Bolton GP 

Inc. 

Recounted the process of purchasing lands within the Option 3 area following 
the comprehensive review process and subsequent classification of the lands 
as ‘most preferred’ by Caledon staff and endorsement from Council and two 
independent planning consultants. Noted that Option 6 was ‘least preferred’ by 
Meridian Planning Consultants and given a ‘some’ rating by The Planning 



 

 

Partnership.  Stated that Option 3 is the preferred choice for residential 
expansion, and provides the best opportunity for a healthy community and 
transit-oriented development due to proximity to the Bolton GO Station. 
Supported the Option 3 Land Owners Group commitment to enter into area-
specific development charges and front-end financing agreements to remove 
the Region’s risk in financing infrastructure (approximately $22,000 additional 
per single-family unit). 

Comment 6 Preferred Option 6 for cost savings in servicing and convenient access to 
shopping, Brampton Hospital, Mayfield Rd., and transit to work and schools in 
the GTA. Noted that home prices and property taxes could be kept lower due to 
the infrastructure savings. 

Comment 7 Preferred Option 3 for its proximity to the Downtown Bolton, environmental 
benefits, and transportation. Noted that residents would be less likely to use the 
GO train if they had to drive to the station. Building residential in the Option 3 
area would offer an incentive to build the GO station where more people could 
use alternative transportation modes to access it. Surprised by Regional 
Council’s ‘general misunderstanding ‘of development charges and financing. 
Agreed with the points Ken Ursic (or Beacon Environmental) presented, 
particularly with regards to preventing the evaluation criteria related to financial 
costs from trumping environmental criteria. Noted that the environmental theme 
should not be ignored, and cost should not be the deciding factor. 

Comment 8 Recommended that Peel staff visit various areas of Caledon to experience 
higher levels of traffic (in the vicinity of the Option 6 area) and higher density 
housing (i.e. the development in Caledon East on Old Church Rd.). Questioned 
why more of this density would be needed, and why the option areas 
(specifically Options 1, 2 and the Rounding Out Areas) in the study area 
boundary could not all be expansion areas now to accommodate the 21,500 
people. Noted that if the population is concentrated in the Option 6 area, 
residents would visit shops and services to the south instead of Bolton, while 
stress would be created in the area though overcrowding, noise, and safety 
concerns. Stated that even with money the most important consideration it is 
best to be spent now rather than later to create a better lifestyle for people in 
Bolton.  

Comment 9 Supported Regional Planning Staff’s work and cost effective solution presented 
in Hybrid Option 4/5. Noted that Hybrid Option 5/6 would also serve Bolton well, 
may satisfy Solmar’s interests (possibly avoiding the OMB), and would protect 
the GTA West Corridor study area from fragmentation. Thanked Regional Staff 
for mentioning the offer for a corner of his farm property to be used as a hospital 
site – hopefully prompting consideration of the opportunity from Caledon and 
Regional Councillors. Believes that the 2031B population forecasts could and 
should accommodate both Hybrid Options 4/5 and 5/6. 

 


